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While MFT does contain some remnant oils from the milling process that you will want to wash out to improve its absorbency (with the first 2-4 washes) it will FALL APART if you try to wash it before sewing it. It
MUST be stabilized/sewn down or have the edges finished (such as with a serger, overlock, or zig zag stitch
at the edges) in order to not fall apart and turn into an unraveled and useless mess.
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DO NOT put it in direct skin contact applications!: MFT is VERY, VERY absorbent. So much so that
direct skin contact can lead to contact dermatitis, chafing and chapping, especially on delicate baby skin.
While using it for a towel or washcloth is okay, you would not want it in prolonged contact with your skin as
it will wick the natural oils right out of your skin.
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It won’t hold still while I sew! MFT is an odd woven with some knit properties. It will stretch some, particularly across the grain, and until you are very comfortable with it you will need to pin the heck out of it to
prevent shifting and distortion of your sewing project.
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It “Snows” All Over! Sorry, I don’t know how to help you with this one - if you figure out a solution please
let me know. :o) MFT will tend to drop little fuzzy white pieces of itself every time you cut it until you have it
sewn down. Just a warning. I have to vacuum regularly to keep from having to ski to my sewing machines.
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Laundering MFT: Because of it’s natural “grabby” properties MFT will grab other items and also tends to
develop buildup in long term applications such as in diapers or for washing with chemicals such as car washing. This buildup might reduce absorbency or lead to unpleasant odors. To help prevent this you need to
occasionally “strip” your MFT products. This can be done with a variety of products by adding a small
amount to the load of wash every few times you wash. I like to rotate between OxyClean, White Vinegar,
Lemon Juice, and occasionally a dab of Dawn dish soap (do NOT do this in a HE Washer or you will have a
bubble volcano (ask me how I know)).
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